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 Preface

No scientist will doubt nowadays that humans are a biological species, 
subject to the same evolutionary mechanisms as all other biological species, 
but how that evolutionary process took place exactly and which selective 
forces made us into what we are now, is still largely uncertain. Over the last 
ten years, however, research on human evolution has rapidly gained momen-
tum. This was caused in the f irst place by the discoveries of a large number 
of new fossils. In 1964, a ‘golden period’ started for human palaeontology, 
and a clear understanding of human ancestry began to take shape. Since 
2002, a large number of spectacular discoveries added to our knowledge, 
thoroughly adjusting our idea about the diversity of our ancestors. Many 
of those discoveries were and continue to be published in newspapers or 
otherwise reach the general public. Over the last years, however, the number 
of species has increased such that for laymen it has become almost impos-
sible to maintain a proper overview. One of the objectives of this book is to 
present the abundance of extinct ape-men and humans in a coherent story.

Secondly, modern biotechnology has allowed us to map the DNA of 
humans in such a detailed way that important conclusions can be reached 
about our evolutionary history. The genetic variation among humans, in 
conjunction with the places where they live, the languages they speak 
and the cultures they share, are an invaluable source of knowledge for 
evolutionary reconstruction: a large part of our evolutionary history is stored 
in the current DNA. Due to the enormous development of DNA research 
and the possibility to sequence and compare entire genomes of hundreds 
of people simultaneously, we are now able to tell much more about human 
evolution than a number of years ago.

Thirdly, it has also proven to be possible to isolate DNA from fossil mate-
rial, provided that it is not too old (currently to approximately 400,000 
years). In 2010, sequencing of ancient DNA led to the astonishing conclusion 
that humans must have crossbred with Neanderthals. For us, teachers of 
evolutionary biology, this was one of the most shocking events, because 
for many years we had taught our students that humans and Neanderthals 
were two biologically separated species.

Lastly, we emphasise that over the last years evolutionary biology has 
become integrated with developmental biology. A new area of expertise is 
developing, referred to as ‘evo-devo’. Every animal develops from a fertilised 
ovum, via the embryonic and foetal stages into a mature and reproducing 
individual. The genetic machinery managing this development is beginning 
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to be understood for an increasing number of model species. Evolution is 
a process of change in the way genes regulate that development and thus 
alter the external appearance of a species.

Evolution is, in fact, the result of four different drivers (see f igure). The 
basis for evolution lies in genetics. Changes in the hereditary material 
(mutations) take place continuously, recombine between individuals as 
a consequence of sexual reproduction, and are passed on to offspring. 
Mutation and recombination generate the variation that becomes available 
for selection. Natural selection subsequently ensures that mutations that 
provide beneficial properties to the individual are maintained and spread 
within the population at the expense of less beneficial variants. In a small 
population, mutations can also settle due to genetic drift and bottleneck 
effects, which is the subject matter of neutral evolution theory. Finally, 
embryonic development has a strongly integrating and canalising effect on 
the possibilities for evolution, as any mutation should f it into the genetic 
machinery directing an organism’s body plan before it can become manifest 
as an external feature available for selection.

Our book aims for an integrative approach of evolutionary biology, 
considering mutation, recombination, natural selection, neutral evolution 
and developmental processes in mutual interdependence. Our focus on 
developmental biology distinguishes this book from other books on human 
evolution. The appearance of a new and unique developmental plan, a human 
body, which differentiates in many respects from the great apes, yet is so 
similar, demands an explanation in terms of evo-devo. Our body turns out 
to have been tinkered in a wonderful way, with all kinds of inconveniences 
and relicts, which are still evident and can only be explained from our 
evolutionary history.
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This book is the result of years of teaching evolution to students of biology, 
biomedical science and health sciences at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. 
As part of the course, the students were to apply their obtained knowledge by 
writing an essay, under the theme ‘Do humans still evolve?’ This assignment 
time and again resulted in numerous unexpected and original ideas. This 
book is our own answer to that question.




